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ABSTRACT Current iris recognition technology faces practical difficulties. For example, due to the
unsteady morphology of a heterogeneous iris generated by a variety of different devices and environments,
the traditional processing methods of statistical learning or cognitive learning for a single iris source are
not effective. The existing iris data set size and situational classification constraints make it difficult to
meet the requirements of learning methods under a single deep learning framework. Therefore, this paper
proposes a method of heterogeneous iris recognition based on an entropy feature lightweight neural network
under multi-source feature fusion. The method is divided into an image-processing module and a recognition
module. The image-processing module converts the iris image into a recognition label via a convolutional
neural network. The recognition module is based on statistical learning ideas and design of a multi-source
feature fusion mechanism. The information entropy of the iris feature label is used to set the iris entropy
feature category label and design the recognition function according to the category label to obtain the
recognition result. As the requirement for the number and quality of irises changes, the category labels
in the recognition function are dynamically adjusted using a feedback learning mechanism. This paper uses
iris data collected from three different devices in the JLU iris library. The experimental results prove that for
multi-category classification of lightweight constrained multi-state irises, the abovementioned problems are
ameliorated to a certain extent by this method.

INDEX TERMS Heterogeneous iris recognition, constrained multi-state, multi-source feature fusion,
entropy feature, lightweight neural network, feedback learning mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION
Iris recognition is currently one of the higher security tech-
nologies recognized in the field [1], and its core is the expres-
sion and matching of iris features.

In iris collection, the main settings are the collection sta-
tus (collection posture, collection distance) and the external
environment (illumination), which can be divided into four
categories:

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Shuihua Wang .

1. Unconstrained state in the same environment: Iris
acquisition is performed based on no restriction of the
acquisition posture of the acquisition target person,
and the external environment is not changed for iris
acquisition;

2. Constrained state in the same environment: Iris acquisi-
tion is performed based on restriction of the acquisition
posture of the acquisition target person, and the exter-
nal environment is not changed for iris acquisition;

3. Constrained state of environmental change: Iris acqui-
sition is performed based on restriction of the
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acquisition posture of the acquisition target person, and
the external environment is changed for iris acquisition;

4. Unconstrained state of environmental change: Iris
acquisition is performed based on no restriction of the
acquisition posture of the acquisition target person, and
the external environment is changed for iris acquisition.

According to the result, the process of recognition can be
divided into two types: template matching and non-template
matching. Template matching identifies the test iris with a
single stored template iris and obtains the final conclusion.
This process can be divided into one-to-one certification (to
determine whether the test iris and the template iris belong to
the same person) and one-to-many recognition (the iris of the
test person is matched with multiple template irises, and the
identity of the test personmust be accurately identified). Non-
template matching usually forms the features of the iris into
a cognitive concept and integrates them into neural network
architectures such as deep learning in the form of parameters
[2] to achieve uncoded matching recognition.

In the current application scenarios, multi-category
recognition is the most research-oriented direction. In the
multi-category recognition scenario, the case of lightweight
absolute recognition exists; i.e., when the number of trained
irises is not large, the identity of a person must be recognized
100% correctly. In such cases, it is necessary to ensure a
high degree of discrimination of iris features and a high
accuracy of the iris recognition method. Given the research
on iris feature expression and recognition for this purpose,
the following aspects still require further breakthroughs.

1. Iris multi-state and single-source feature expression:
Most training and learning recognition models in the cur-
rent iris multi-category recognition algorithms are based on
publicly known iris training sets (such as CASIA iris set
[3], Ubiris [4]) or manually set iris labels. However, in the
actual shooting process, multi-state heterogeneity is expected
to occur between the template image and the collected image.
There are many reasons for the multi-state, and they are
divided into three main aspects:

1. The acquisition devices are different (e.g., NIR device
[5] and ordinary optical camera [6]; iris sample pictures
taken by different cameras are shown in FIGURE 1).

2. The collection environment is different because the iris
status is unstable under different environments (illu-
mination, etc.), which affects the relative relationship
between the iris textures.

3. The acquisition status of the iris is different. Because
the acquisition status of the target person varies at
different times, disturbances such as defocusing and
deflection occur.

Because the algorithm applied in the process of iris pro-
cessing and recognition takes on a black box state, it is
impossible to predict the outcome, which makes it difficult
to design a unified process for the variable and unsteady iris
using fixed parameters and to subsequently form selected
effects for iris quality, localization and feature expression;

FIGURE 1. Eye collection equipment(a) NIR acquisition equipment,
(b) NIR acquisition equipment for ideal images, (c) Ordinary optical
acquisition equipment, (d) Ordinary optical acquisition equipment for
ideal images, (e) Ordinary optical acquisition equipment for upgrading
sensors, (f) Ordinary optical acquisition equipment with upgraded
sensors corresponds to ideal images.

this difficulty leads to the unsteady nature of iris features. An
example of a multi-state iris (taking the same device and the
same person as an example) is shown in FIGURE 2.

It can be observed from Figure 2 that even the same
device and the same person cannot guarantee the final appear-
ance of the iris feature, which can affect the expression
of the iris feature. Therefore, research on the impact of
a multi-state iris on setting of iris labels requires further
examination.

2. Concept label setting and universal recognition of
heterogeneous iris datasets: Currently, two main forms of
iris concept label setting exist. Statistical learning meth-
ods [7]: Through analysis of the notably large amount of data
in the same type of situation, a reasonable solution is obtained
that meets the vast majority of requirements. Cognitive learn-
ing methods [8]: By imitating the process of human learning,
labels are set on things to form the concept of things. The sta-
tistical learning method is currently the most commonly used
method, and it applies a good combination of deep learning
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FIGURE 2. An example of a multi-state iris, (a) normal iris, (b) iris with
dark condition, (c) iris with defocused condition, (d) iris with deflected
condition.

and other aspects. However, this type of method has high
requirements for data preparation. In addition to requiring
large amounts of data, this type ofmethod also requires a clear
division of the type of irises, and the limitations of the existing
iris dataset size and situation classification make it difficult
to meet a single depth. The amount of data required for the
learning method under the learning framework also makes it
difficult to support the establishment of a self-improvement
process from forward recognition to the reverse. In addition,
the accumulation of iris multi-case data cannot be completed
in a short time, which greatly limits the role of statistical
learning. Although cognitive learning can reduce the need
for data volume, the relationship between the iris labels and
unknown environments needs further research. Because the
hardware configuration between different collectors and the
environment in which they are collected is expected to vary
at different times, and the algorithm itself has prerequisites
for use, and this situation makes the recognition effect of
the same algorithm differ substantially in different situations,
thus greatly increasing the design complexity of iris recogni-
tion algorithms.

These problems make the iris more accurate in multi-
class recognition. In efforts to solve these problems, certain
progress has been reported in current research on the expres-
sion and recognition of iris features.

In the current research, the importance of the entire iris
recognition process has begun to emerge because the effect of
iris quality evaluation and positioning is manifested through
the results of feature expression and recognition, and con-
versely, the recognition results also show that iris quality
and iris positioning determine whether the effect is feasible.
As a result, additional studies have begun to focus attention
on the overall relationship and design for the framework,
such as iris-specific Mask R-CNN [9], to modify the exist-

ing framework, integrate the positioning into the iris recog-
nition process, and publicly test the iris set to prove the
feasibility of the framework. In research on the unsteady-
state iris, the unsteady-state features are transformed into
steady-state features through image processing and other
methods [10], and the iris features are expressed through
multiple recognition methods and weighted fusion [11] or the
final result is obtained based on a credibility decision [12].
For setting of iris concept labels, research on biomimetic
cognition [13] is an important direction, i.e., determination
of how to first summarize a feasible recognition model in
the case of a small number of initial training samples, and
with increases in the number of recognitions and available
training samples, how to further effectively judge whether
the current structure cannot meet the existing situation and
requires users to retrain [14]. A current proposal is to set
the iris label for the statistical cognitive learning method
of unclassified mixed data [15] and apply the MiCoRe-Net
neural network architecture [16] for eye concept reconstruc-
tion. In addition, for label correction of the existing neural
network architecture, an error correction code-based label
optimization method [17] and a feedback mechanism-based
label correction method [18] have been proposed. In the
study of iris generality, heterogeneous iris recognition is the
main direction [19]. First, by changing the internal structure
of the algorithm, the device independence of the iris image
is improved [20]. Second, correction of images (blurring,
displacement, etc.) using algorithms [21] improves the feasi-
bility of multi-type iris recognition and further improves the
environmental independence.

Previous studies have achieved good results in vari-
ous experiments, but selected problems remain, and thus,
the need exists to improve the accuracy of iris multi-category
recognition.

1. The existing structural framework is designed to pro-
cess a certain type of data, and the design purpose of the
framework is not necessarily aimed at iris recognition.
When the existing framework is used in iris recogni-
tion, inputting the iris data directly into the framemight
not achieve a good recognition effect. The unsteady-
state iris in an uncertain state is prone to the situation
in which the existing framework does not match the
input iris data. When the iris data set is limited in size,
classification of the situation is limited, and altering
the existing framework might reduce the accuracy of
recognition, thus greatly limiting the types of existing
frameworks that can be used. The question of how to
design the framework to better adapt to the iris data
must be addressed.

2. In study of feature expression and universal recog-
nition, most methods normalize the data of different
devices and different environments using algorithms
such that the images can be identified under the same
standard. However, not all processes are suitable for
all images; this lack of suitability can cause unneces-
sary calculations and exclude certain images that can
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FIGURE 3. Fault tree for common iris recognition error cases (only in
terms of feature expression and recognition).

be identified but are not considered to be available
irises because they do not meet the standard iris, pos-
sibly resulting in a lack of training of the unsteady
iris model. Current research lacks a universal process
mechanism for the heterogeneous iris generated in a
variety of different devices and environments. Because
a single algorithm is prone to omission in unsteady-
state features, many algorithms use multi-source fea-
ture expressions, an approach that requires in-depth
understanding of the relationship between different
types of features to avoid repeated calculation of iris
features with large correlations and to improve the
remoteness and discrimination of features.

3. With the limited size of the iris data set and the lim-
itation of situation classification, it is necessary to
judge the situation of recognition errors and establish
a reverse correction mechanism for the recognition
framework process. This mechanism not only avoids
mechanical judgment by relying on a large amount of
data to generate fixed indicators in statistical learning
but also avoids the situation of cognitive loss caused
by the inability to form new concepts when unknown
situations occur in cognitive learning.

Therefore, in actual iris recognition, the recognition accu-
racy of the multi-state iris in a multi-category scenario will
still be low. In terms of feature expression and recognition,
selected common causes are represented in the form of a fault
tree, as shown in FIGURE 3.

According to the current problems of iris multi-
classification research, we analyze the situation that might
cause errors, as shown in FIGURE 3. This paper proposes
solutions for the following problems:

1. In facing the unsteady situation of heterogeneous iris
morphology produced by a variety of different devices
and environments, the traditional processing method of
a single source iris based on statistical learning or cog-
nitive learning is not effective;

2. Traditional iris recognition divides the entire process
machinery into several statistically guided steps, which

cannot solve the problem of correlation between vari-
ous links;

3. The existing iris dataset size and situation classification
constraints make it difficult to meet the requirements of
learning methods in a single deep learning framework.

Therefore, this paper takes lightweight one-to-many recog-
nition of a multi-state iris with the same environment con-
straints as the research object, proposes a multi-category
recognition method based on a multi-source fusion entropy
feature neural network, and makes the overall process follow
With a change in the number of irises, the category labels in
the recognition function are dynamically adjusted.

The prerequisites for this method are listed as follows:

1. The iris acquisition status and acquisition environment
change, and this change cannot be predicted, which
causes certain defocusing, deflection, shadowing and
other problems. The dimensions of the captured images
are 640× 480;

2. The number of iris categories is lightweight (all iris
libraries contain dozens of categories, and each cate-
gory contains only a few thousand pictures);

3. To ensure the accuracy of lightweight recognition,
testers are allowed to collect multiple times, and thus,
it is allowable to appropriately increase the false rejec-
tion rate;

4. The number of training irises can reach several thou-
sand, but the types of training irises (degree of defocus,
illumination, strabismus effect, etc.) are not classified;
they are directly mixed, belonging to mixed data;

5. The subject tester is a living human.

Based on the convolutional neural network structure,
this paper divides the recognition process into an image-
processing module and recognition module. In the image-
processing module, the image of the iris recognition area is
processed by a smoothing algorithm and a texture highlight-
ing algorithm. Three different iris images are formed asmulti-
source features. Each iris image passes through 12 layers
of an image-processing network consisting of convolutional
layer, pooling layer, ReLU layer, and expansion layer. Finally,
each iris image forms 15 expanded parameters and a total
of 45 expanded parameters in the expansion layer. In the
recognition module, the expanded parameters of the 3 images
are fused by average fusion through the feature fusion layer
to form 15 recognition parameters. The recognition function
is designed based on the sigmoid function [22], and the
statistical information is used to calculate the recognition
parameter information entropy. According to the information
entropy, the recognition function parameters are designed
as the category labels. In the fully connected layer, multi-
category recognition is finally performed through the recog-
nition function, and finally, the final result is output through
the output layer. We design a feedback learning mechanism
for the category labels, check the existing category labels, and
correct them based on changes in the number of irises.
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FIGURE 4. The overall working process of the method in this paper.

Compared with the current research, the innovation and
research significance of this method in terms of improving
the accuracy of multi-category recognition are described as
follows:

1. The problem of the heterogeneous constraint multi-
state iris: In feature expression, a multi-source feature
fusion mechanism is designed, feature fusion is per-
formed from a multi-source perspective, and discrimi-
nation between different types of features is increased.
The information entropy is used to design the recog-
nition function category label parameters, realize the
statistical recognition of the unsteady-state iris in the
mixed data set, expand the range of recognizable iris,
and improve the accuracy of constrained multi-state
heterogeneous iris recognition.

2. Relevance of feature expression and recognition: In
this paper, the non-template matching mode is used as
the basis for design of the recognition model. It is not
confined to a specific algorithm for research but pri-
marily focuses on research of the protocol mechanism.
Feature expression and recognition are interconnected,
and the correlation between the two steps is fully con-
sidered. Based on the instability of the multi-state iris,
and with the aim of making the scheme universal,

lightweight multi-category heterogeneous recognition
can be realized, i.e., iris images collected under differ-
ent environments in different devices can be identified
by this scheme.

3. Limitations on iris dataset size and situation classi-
fication: Based on improvement of the positive recog-
nition process, this paper designs a feedback learn-
ing mechanism in the revision of the reverse overall
process. Via professional analysis by human operators
and data feedback from the computer system, the error
recognition situation and new possible external condi-
tions are added. In this way, the process of perform-
ing a response and adjusting or correcting the entropy
characteristics of the category labels enables the entire
recognition process to achieve dynamic adjustment,
thus improving the forward recognition and reverse
correction of deep learning frameworks under the data
set constraints.

The overall working process of the method proposed in this
paper is shown in FIGURE 4.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, the workflow of the proposed method is
introduced from three aspects: iris processing, multi-source
and multi-feature fusion mechanism, and heterogeneous
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FIGURE 5. The image of each stage of positioning (a) quality qualified
image, (b) positioning image, (c)segmentation image.

recognition. Moreover, the related functions are presented,
and their meanings are explained. In Section 3, the rationality
and reasons for the setting of each component of the method
are explained in the form of data with explanation of the
structural meaning. The performance of this method in multi-
classification is demonstrated in experiments, and the advan-
tages are illustrated by comparison with other methods in
comprehensive experiments. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section 4.

II. HETEROGENEOUS IRIS RECOGNITION
Under the premise that the amount of data is small and that
various states cannot be accurately classified, it can only
be identified based on mixed data. Therefore, a lightweight
neural network structure that can identify this situation must
be designed to meet the requirements of feature label setting
and heterogeneous multi-category recognition. In this paper,
an iris recognition structure based on the convolutional neural
network [23] is used.

A. IRIS PROCESSING
Iris images must be processed prior to feature extraction. Iris
images that cannot complete the recognition process are elim-
inated by quality evaluation [24]. Subsequently, the iris region
is segmented [25] and mapped to a fixed dimension by the
Daugman rubber band method[26]. In this paper, the normal-
ized iris image has dimensions of 360× 64, and the 180× 32
dimensional area is taken from the upper left corner as the
recognition area. In the actual iris acquisition process, under
the external environmental influences such as illumination,
defocusing and deflection and change of the collector state,
many states of iris presentation might occur. To ensure the
efficiency of shooting and recognition, the qualified standard

FIGURE 6. Examples of iris recognition areas of different iris libraries,
(a) iris recognition area of Figure 1(b), (b) iris recognition area of
Figure 1(d), (c) iris recognition area of Figure 1(f).

of the iris quality evaluation method for continuous frames
is low, and only extreme conditions with poor iris quality are
removed. The image of each stage of positioning is shown in
FIGURE 5. Examples of iris recognition areas of different iris
libraries are shown in FIGURE 6.

B. MULTI-SOURCE AND MULTI-FEATURE FUSION
MECHANISM AND HETEROGENEOUS RECOGNITION
A multi-source multi-feature fusion mechanism for iris
feature extraction is established. Under this mechanism,
the image of the iris recognition area is processed by the
smoothing algorithm and the texture highlighting algorithm.
Each iris image passes through 12 layers of an image-
processing network consisting of a convolutional layer, pool-
ing layer, ReLU layer, and expansion layer. Finally, each
iris image forms 15 expanded parameters and a total of 45
expanded parameters in the expansion layer. In the recogni-
tion module, the expanded parameters of the 3 images are
fused by average fusion through the feature fusion layer to
form 15 recognition parameters.

1) MULTI-SOURCE FEATURES AND IMAGE PROCESSING
The traditional single-angle statistical learning method
encounters difficulty in collecting the multi-state iris. There-
fore, a multi-source method is used to express the features
from multiple angles. Smooth filtering and texture highlight
filtering are applied. It is to better find a stable region that
can reflect the texture change relationship inside the iris and
to suppress the influence of illumination and defocusing on
the feature expression as much as possible.

This paper uses Gaussian filtering (smoothed) and the
equalization histogram (highlighted) as examples to explain
the image-processing network. An example of the filtered
image in Figure 6 is shown in FIGURE 7.

Each image is processed through the same image-
processing module. The specific steps of the image-
processing module are listed as follows:

First step: An iris image is input into the first convo-
lutional layer. A gradient Laplacian convolution kernel is
used. After image convolution, the image is converted into
2× 2 maximum pooling in the first pooling layer, a 90× 16
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FIGURE 7. An example of the filtered image (a) Gaussian filtering of
Figure 6(a), (b) Equalization histogram of Figure 6(a), (c) Gaussian
filtering of Figure 6(b), (d) Equalization histogram of Figure 6(b), (e)
Gaussian filtering of Figure 6(c), (f) Equalization histogram of Figure 6(c).

FIGURE 8. Gradient Laplacian convolutional kernel of the first
convolutional kernel.

dimensional image, thus thinning the pooled image through
the Softplus function in the first ReLU layer.

The Softplus function is shown in Equation 1:

Softplus(x) = log(1+ ex) (1)

where x represents the gray value of each point of the first
pooling image, and Softplus(x) is the resulting value of each
point of the first ReLU image.

The convolutional kernel of the first convolutional layer is
shown in FIGURE 8.

Finally, the result in the first ReLU layer is one processed
image.

Second step: The second convolutional layer uses three
convolution kernels, namely, the gradient Laplacian convolu-
tion kernel, horizontal Sobel convolution kernel, and vertical
Sobel convolution kernel. The gradient Laplacian convolu-
tion kernel is the same as the first convolution layer. After
a ReLU image is convolved, three convolutional images are
formed. The image is converted into a 45 × 8-dimensional
image by 2 × 2 maximum pooling in the second pooling
layer and the Softplus function in the second ReLU layer The
second ReLU layer uses the same Softplus function as the
first ReLU layer to perform thinning operations on the pooled
images in the second pooling layer.

The convolutional kernels of the second convolutional
layer are shown in FIGURE 9.

The result in the second ReLU layer is three processed
images.

Third step: The third convolutional layer uses five con-
volution kernels, namely, the gradient Laplacian convolu-
tion kernel, horizontal Sobel convolution kernel, vertical
Sobel convolution kernel, horizontal gradient convolution
kernel, and vertical gradient convolution kernel. The gradient

FIGURE 9. Convolutional kernels of the second convolutional layer:
(a) gradient Laplacian convolutional kernel, (b) horizontal Sobel
convolutional kernel, and (c) vertical Sobel convolutional kernel.

FIGURE 10. Convolutional kernels of the third convolutional layer
(a) gradient Laplacian convolutional kernel, (b) horizontal Sobel
convolutional kernel, (c) vertical Sobel convolutional kernel,
(d) horizontal gradient convolutional kernel, (e) vertical gradient
convolutional kernel.

Laplacian convolution kernel is the same as the first convo-
lution layer, the horizontal Sobel convolution kernel is the
same as the second convolution layer, and the vertical Sobel
convolution kernel is the same as the second convolution
layer. After convolving 3 second ReLU images, 15 convo-
lutions are formed. In the third pooling layer, the image is
converted into a 22× 4 dimension image by 2× 2 maximum
pooling, and via the Softplus function in the third ReLU layer,
the third ReLU layer uses the same Softplus as the first ReLU
layer function to perform the thinning operation on the pooled
image in the third pooling layer.

The result in the third ReLU layer is three processed
images.

The convolutional kernels of the third convolutional layer
are shown in FIGURE 10.

Fourth step: The image of the third ReLU layer is input
into the image-processing layer. The purpose of the image-
processing layer is to sharpen the edges of the image and
enhance the local image contrast. An 8-neighborhood con-
volution operator with a center of 9 is used to convolve the
image. A neighborhood convolution operator with a center
of 9 is shown in Figure 11.

The image processed by the image is converted into an
11 × 2 dimension image by 2 × 2 maximum pooling. With
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FIGURE 11. Convolutional kernels of the fourth convolutional layer.

a total of 15 images, the average gray value of the 15 images
is read and input into the expanded layer, and the image is
converted into the number data; the result of the expanded
layer is 15 numbers, and the 15 numbers are the expanded
parameters of an iris image.

The expanded parameters of three images are calculated.
Three sets of expanded parameters consisting of 15 numbers
can be obtained. The average of the three numbers at the same
position in the three sets as that of the image’s recognition
parameters is calculated. The recognition parameters consist
of 15 numbers.

2) ENTROPY FEATURE NEURAL NETWORK RECOGNITION
AND FEEDBACK LEARNING MECHANISM
After obtaining the recognition parameters, according to the
iris training samples, it is necessary to set the category labels
of different categories and set the number of training irises to
m. Because these images are all iris components, the identi-
fied recognition parameters can represent the iris feature. The
steps for iris recognition are given as follows:

1. Set the iris information entropy and recognition
parameter labels: Calculate the average value Li of the
recognition parameters of each training iris (the average value
of the i-th recognition parameter in the training iris), calculate
the probability pi that the i-th recognition parameter is less
than Li in all training images, and calculate the information
entropy of each recognition node under different conditions
according to Formula 2.

H1i = −pi × log(pi)

H2i = −(1− pi)× log((1− pi)) (2)

whereH1i represents the information entropy with the recog-
nition parameter less than Li, andH2i represents the informa-
tion entropy with the recognition parameter greater than Li.
Finally,H1i×pi+H2i× (1−pi) is used as the category label
of the iris.

2. Calculate the matching value HD between the tem-
plate feature information and test feature information:
The objective of the recognition function is to find a category
with sufficient discrimination and move the test iris feature as
close as possible to the category label and observe whether it
matches.

We set each recognition parameter of the test iris to fi (i-th
recognition parameter) and calculate the information offset Zi

of the recognition parameter according to Formula 3;

Zi =


fi
Li
× H2i × (1− pi) fi > Li

fi
Li
× H1i × pi fi ≤ Li

(3)

where Zi represents the deviation of the amount of infor-
mation of the recognition parameters of the test iris at their
respective probabilities (greater or less than the average Li).
In the ideal state, fi and Li should be the same, but they will
definitely be different. Therefore, the information offset is
obtained bymultiplying the ratio by the respective probability
and information entropy. Formula 4 is used to calculate the
entropy feature Gt of t-th category, where Gt is the sum of
the ratio of the information offset Zi to the category label
H1i× pi+H2i× (1− pi) of each category. In the ideal state,
Zi should be 0.5 times H1i × pi + H2i × (1− pi).

Gt =
15∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣ 2× Zi
H1i × pi + H2i × (1− pi)

∣∣∣∣ (4)

Although the value of the entropy feature Gt in each cat-
egory of the test iris is not the same, it might be relatively
similar. Therefore, the entropy feature Gt is enlarged by the
exponential function based on e to form the category label
St . Based on statistical ideas, we summarize the expanded
scope of the category labels in each category. Because this
article focuses on lightweight iris recognition, even if we
apply the multi-range setting of category labels, it can also
ensure that different iris categories can be well distinguished.
In Formula 5, [α1t , β1t ] · · · [αnt , βnt ] represents different
category label ranges (the interval between each interval
range is set to λ1, . . . , λn. these values are not necessarily the
same, and they are set based on the number of irises and the
resulting distribution. The entropy featureGt of the iris in t-th
category will fall in the range after it is enlarged.). For entropy
features that fall within this range, we multiply by 100 to
expand and facilitate the calculation of matching values in
the sigmoid function and enlarge the matching values of the
same category.

St =
{
100× Gt eGt ∈ [α1t , β1t ]∩ · · · ∩[αnt , βnt ]
Gt eGt /∈ [α1t , β1t ]∩ · · · ∩[αnt , βnt ]

HD =
1

1+ e−St
(5)

Finally, the similarity between the test iris and each cat-
egory is obtained through the matching value HD, and the
maximum value of the matching value greater than 0.5 is used
as the final identified category.

Feedback learning mechanism: The feedback learning
mechanism of the recognition function is based on statisti-
cal concepts. With the increase in the number of test irises
and the increase in recognition error conditions, we deter-
mine whether to adjust and modify the function parame-
ters. Because the range of the category labels is obtained
based on data distribution statistics, the feedback learning
mechanism of the category labels in the recognition function
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TABLE 1. The key indicators of the three devices.

primarily adjusts [α1t , β1t ] · · · [αnt , βnt ] and the range
interval λ1, . . . , λn in Formula 5 based on the occurrence of
recognition error conditions. At the same time, because the
category labels and entropy features are calculated according
to Li and pi, Li and pi are adjusted as the number of irises
increases, thereby achieving dynamic learning. The entropy
feature of the function and the range of the category labels
can be dynamically adjusted with the increase of the number
of irises, thereby achieving the current optimal effect.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Experimental Data: All experiments in this paper use the

JLU-4.0 (device in Figure 1b), JLU-6.0 (device in Figure 1d),
and JLU-7.0 (device in Figure 1f) iris libraries [27]. The
JLU-6.0 iris library is a low-end acquisition device, JLU-
4.0 and JLU-7.0 are advanced devices. As of 2020, the JLU-
6.0 original iris library contains more than 100 categories
of irises, and each category contains more than a thousand
unstable irises photographed in various states (including the
standard morphology set). The JLU-4.0 original iris library
contains more than 50 categories of iris, and each category
has thousands of unstable irises photographed in various
states (including the standard morphology set). The JLU-
7.0 original iris library has more than 30 categories of iris,
and each category has more than a thousand unsteady irises
(including standard morphology sets) taken in various states,
and the three types of iris libraries are constantly expanding
every year. The irises that meet the prerequisites of the
algorithm are selected from the original library and directly
mixed, without distinguishing according to the state, to form
an experimental iris library. The key indicators of the three
devices are shown in TABLE 1.
Experimental Setup: In these experiments, the computing

system includes a dual-core 2.5 GHz CPU with 8 GB mem-
ory, and the operating system is Windows.

Section 3.1 gives an explanation of the structural meaning,
and the rationality and reasons of the settings of each portion
of the method in this paper are explained in the form of data:

Section 3.1.1: Constrained multi-state iris recognition
and feature discrimination. Iris recognition is performed
binary matching shown in the example. Analysis based on
experimental results shows the impact of the constrained
multi-state iris on heterogeneous iris recognition and high-
lights the rationality of the prerequisite research in this paper.

Section 3.1.2: Feature correlation and significance of
recognition function. This section numerates the entropy

features and entropy expansion values under different num-
bers of categories, explains the discrimination between differ-
ent features, shows that the final feature representation of this
article can represent the characteristics of the iris, and finally
explains the significance of the iris recognition function.

Section 3.1.3 Reasonable setting of feedback learning
mechanism. This section lists the accuracy of different num-
bers of irises under the lightweight training data, enumerates
the average and probability values of different iris numbers
(as well as the distribution of the category label range), and
explains the significance of setting up a feedback learning
mechanism for the optimization of recognition module.

Section 3.2 describes the method and performance of the
experiment to clarify the performance of the algorithm:

Section 3.2.1: Heterogeneous versatility experiment.
The same type of certification experiments are performed
via three iris libraries to verify the universality of the overall
structure of the method proposed in this paper for heteroge-
neous recognition. Section 3.2.2: Recognition performance
experiment. After confirming that the quality has no effect
on iris recognition, the performance of the recognition func-
tion in recognition is divided into three main components:
1. Single-category certification experiment: Different irises
are used to match a single category, and the performance
of single category recognition is judged by the ROC curve;
2. Multi-category recognition experiment: Multi-category
recognition performance is judged via common recogni-
tion of the multi-category iris; 3. Addition of new category
recognition experiment: This section verifies how the system
maintains the advantages of recognition after addition of a
new category based on the original recognition structure.
Section 3.2.3: Structural properties and algorithm inde-
pendence.The rationality of the structure design of this paper
is indicated by replacing the algorithms in the recognition
method and not using feature fusion.

Section 3.3 contains a comprehensive experiment. Under
the prerequisites of this paper, the combination of the recog-
nition structure of this paper and the existing recognition
algorithm is compared to illustrate the advantages of this
algorithm compared with the current algorithm.

A. EXPLANATION OF STRUCTURAL MEANING
1) CONSTRAINED MULTI-STATE IRIS RECOGNITION AND
FEATURE DISCRIMINATION
Experimental Setup in This Section: In this section of

the experiment, each iris library uses 30 categories (each
of which has 10 images; the images are not classified in
advance and are randomly mixed) and a total of 300 images.
The iris image is transformed into a 178 × 30 dimension
binary feature code by an 8-neighborhood LBP operator [28].
The irises of the same category in the same iris library are
matched with each other, and the impact of the unsteady iris
on iris recognition is analyzed by the Hamming distance [29].
In each iris library, the number of comparisons in the same
category is 100, and the number of comparisons in different
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TABLE 2. Example of data for Hamming distance in three libraries.

categories is 200. The Hamming distance distribution of the
same category and different categories is used to illustrate
the impact of the unsteady-state iris on heterogeneous iris
recognition.

A list of selected Hamming distance data in the three
libraries (Nos. 1-10 in each library are Hamming distances
of the same category, and Nos. 11-20 are Hamming distances
of different categories) is shown in TABLE 2. The distribu-
tion map of 300 Hamming distances in the three libraries is
shown in FIGURE 12 (100 red dots (numbers 1-100), which
represent the Hamming distance value of the same category
of iris, and 200 blue dots (numbers 101-300), which represent
different Hamming distance values of the different categories
of iris). The abscissa (x-axis) represents the image serial
number, and the ordinate (y-axis) represents the Hamming
distance value.

As a type of iris recognition method for large differ-
ences, the LBP operator and Hamming distance are suitable
for showing the relative changes between different features.
As shown in TABLE 2 and FIGURE 12, although the iris
libraries are not the same, the Hamming distances caused by
binary coding of the multi-state irises in different states in
the three libraries through LBP are all concentrated in the
interval [0.4, 0.6]. No major differences are noted between
the same category and different categories because under
the multi-state iris, the shooting state between the test iris
and the template iris cannot be predicted. The visual dif-
ference between the two irises is large, the gray difference
between the irises in the same area might change or even
reverse, and the relative difference features are not reliable.
In this case, it is highly important to extract the abso-
lute differences between the iris features (highly differen-
tiated features), and in the case in which the requirements
for the amount of data and data classification cannot be
met, it is also necessary to design different acquisitions for

FIGURE 12. The distribution map of 300 Hamming distances in the three
libraries (a) 4.0, (b) 6.0, (c) 7.0.

the multi-state iris. Therefore, research on the constrained
multi-state iris and heterogeneous recognition has practical
significance.
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2) FEATURE CORRELATION AND SIGNIFICANCE OF
RECOGNITION FUNCTION
Experimental Setup in This Section: In this section of the

experiment, after confirming that the quality evaluation has
no effect on iris recognition, three categories are selected
from each iris library, and each category contains 500 train-
ing irises (random collection, no prior classification, and
for the multi-source features in the experiment, Gaussian
filtering (smoothed) and equalizing histogram (highlighted)
are used as image-processing algorithms.). We test one iris
(same equipment and training environment as the iris) and
use the recognition function designed in this paper for iris
recognition. According to the average recognition parameter
Li of the training iris, the probability that the i-th recognition
parameter pi in all training images is less than Li, the entropy
feature Gt , the expansion value eGt , the feature correlation
analysis and the analysis of the recognition function design
are explained. It can be used to represent the unique features
of the iris and to determine how effectively the function
performs multi-category recognition.

TABLE 3 shows an example of the Li and pi of 15 recog-
nition parameters obtained from 500 training irises in one
category in each library. TABLE 4 shows examples of the
entropy features Gt and the expansion values eGt obtained
from the recognition functions corresponding to the tags in
the three iris images (each iris library lists 3 categories, and
each category lists 1 image). Based on the enlarging value
of the entropy feature when comparing the same category
of each iris library in TABLE 4 (bold font in TABLE 4),
1000 images are randomly selected from the three categories
of each iris library. The multiple distribution between the
expansion value and the base value obtained when the cat-
egories are compared with the recognition functions of dif-
ferent categories is shown in FIGURE 13.

The clustering effect between the same category and dif-
ferent categories is analyzed in FIGURE 13. In FIGURE 13,
the abscissa represents the sequence of events compared,
where 1 represents the iris in category 1 for contrast match-
ing using the recognition function of the category label of
category 1, 2 represents the iris in category 2 for contrast
matching using the recognition function of the category label
of category 1, 3 represents the iris in category 3 for contrast
matching using the recognition function of the category label
of category 1, 4 represents the iris in category 1 for contrast
matching using the recognition function of the category label
of category 2, 5 represents the iris in category 2 for contrast
matching using the recognition function of the category label
of category 2, 6 represents the iris in category 3 for contrast
matching using the recognition function of the category label
of category 2, 7 represents the iris in category 1 for contrast
matching using the recognition function of the category label
of category 3, 8 represents the iris in category 2 for contrast
matching using the recognition function of the category label
of category 3, and 9 represents the iris in category 3 for con-
trast matching using the recognition function of the category
label of category 3.

FIGURE 13. Distribution of multiples between enlarged and base values
in three libraries (a) 4.0, (b) 6.0, (c) 7.0.

In FIGURE 13, the ordinate represents the number of
irises. The four bar lines represent the multiples between the
enlarged value and the base value obtained when testing and
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TABLE 3. The example of Li and pi of 15 recognition parameters.

comparing the recognition functions of the same category and
different categories. Among them, [0, 0.5] represents 0 to
0.5 times the base value when the expanded value is tested,
(0.5, 1] represents 0.5 to 1 times the base value when the
expanded value is tested, (1, 2] represents 1 to 2 times the base
value when the expanded value is tested, and >2 represents
more than 2 times the base value when the expanded value is
tested. The numbers on the bars represent the values of the
bars.

Examples of the entropy feature Gt and the expansion
value eGt obtained from the same category of randomly
selected multiple images in three libraries (each library uses
10 images as an example) are shown in TABLE 5.

Because no standard definition of iris characteristics cur-
rently exists, the correlation of iris characteristics in this paper
is based on two main indicators: uniqueness and discrimina-
tion. Therefore, the analysis is based on TABLE 3,TABLE 4
and TABLE 5. From the recognition function designed in
this paper, it can be observed that because the iris is multi-
state, after the convolutional operation, there are no identical

TABLE 4. Entropy features in three libraries and their enlarged values.

TABLE 5. Examples of the entropy feature Gt and the expansion
value eGt .

recognition parameters. As the iris is trained, with different
numbers and the establishment of a feedback mechanism, Li
and pi of the 15 recognition parameters are also constantly
changing. Therefore, the iris parameters are different between
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different categories of different images. The data representing
the iris are unique and can be used as the iris features, and
because of the multiple states of the iris, the difference in
feature parameters between the selected images is low. There-
fore, the purpose of the recognition function in this paper
is to improve the discrimination of the iris feature data for
recognition.

It can be observed from FIGURE 13 that when the recog-
nition function of the same category is used as a reference
recognition function, the clustering effect between the same
category and different categories is different. The difference
between multi-category recognition and single authentication
is that different types of iris data in multi-category recog-
nition experiments must be calculated by the same recog-
nition function to find the best matching value. In other
words, the recognition function based on one category can
effectively distinguish it from the corresponding category
when passing through the recognition parameters of another
category. In the prerequisites of this paper, the number and
classification requirements of the iris dataset are far from
the requirements of deep learning, and thus, the conven-
tional large-scale deep learning architecture with dozens or
even hundreds of layers finds it difficult to function. The
lightweight neural network architecture is limited by the con-
vergence of the excitation function, and thus, the recognition
function is designed based on the iris features. The design
concept of the recognition function is that the iris feature
data cannot be changed after the feature extraction method
is fixed. We adjust the internal parameters of the recog-
nition function to ensure that the discrimination between
the same category and different categories is as wide as
possible.

It can be observed from TABLE 4 that the recognition
functions based on a certain category show certain differences
in entropy features when passing through different categories
of data. The data in TABLE 5 show that the data difference
between the same category is small, and closer clustering can
be achieved. However, due to the limitation of the number
of recognition parameters, the difference in entropy features
is not obvious in certain cases. Therefore, the exponential
function with the base e is expanded to expand the value
of the entropy features, thus greatly expanding the differen-
tiation among the categories of iris and the performance of
multi-category recognition. Based on analysis of the data in
TABLE 5 and FIGURE 13, the entropy features of the iris in
the same category are mostly concentrated in a certain region.
After expansion, due to the multi-state iris, the enlarged
iris image is concentrated in different regions. Even if the
entropy features are relatively close, they can be expanded to
a large gap. Because the prerequisites for this paper require
running the tester to retake the iris image, this paper uses
the multi-range method. Using reasonable range intervals,
the enlarged data of different categories of iris after the same
category label can be effectively distinguished and will not
coincide. This result can greatly improve the accuracy of
multi-classification.

TABLE 6. Feedback and updates.

3) REASONABLE SETTING OF FEEDBACK LEARNING
MECHANISM
Experimental Setup in This Section:After ensuring that the

quality of the iris does not affect the recognition results, each
iris library selects one category and uses the recognition func-
tion designed in this paper for iris recognition. The growth
trend of 200 test irises (experimental test images and training
images) without a feedback mechanism when the training
irises consist of 10, 100, 200, and 500 images in the three
iris libraries is presented in FIGURE 14.

In FIGURE 14, the abscissa represents the serial number
of the test image, and the ordinate represents the number
of irises recognized correctly. The feedback learning mecha-
nism is used to dynamically modify the recognition function
(the average Li and probability values pi of the recognition
parameters and the range of the category interval). Each of the
three iris libraries selects a certain category of iris. TABLE 6
shows examples of different amounts of training, number of
iris recognitions, and updated examples of the recognition
situation. This paper assumes that if the correct recognition
rate is less than 95% or if the number of trained irises is
increased by more than 5 times (where the new training iris
contains the previous test iris), then the model needs to be
updated.

Although the design of the recognition function guarantees
the accuracy of the iris multi-classification results, it can be
observed from FIGURE 14 that when the number of trained
irises is small and constant, if the number of tested irises is
much larger than the number of trained irises, the accuracy
rate is expected to decrease. Because the number of train-
ing irises is insufficient to make the selected category label
range insufficient, the information entropy value cannot be
guaranteed to be always available. Therefore, it is necessary
to increase the training data in time to adjust the recognition
model, but the user needs to know when the recognition
model needs to be adjusted to avoid unnecessary adjust-
ment. Thus, it is necessary to design a feedback learning
mechanism.
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FIGURE 14. The growth trend of 200 test irises, (a) 4.0, (b) 6.0, (c) 7.0.

In the example of the feedback learning mechanism shown
in TABLE 6, it can be observed that the number of irises
trained affects the accuracy of the large-scale test iris, and

TABLE 7. Test results of heterogeneous universal experiments.

thus, dynamic adjustment is necessary. The number of train-
ing irises should ensure the correct recognition rate of the
test iris within a certain number, and the designed feed-
back learning mechanism can prompt the user to increase
the training iris data and adjust the new recognition model
(adjust the average number and concept, add new category
interval ranges) such that the recognition model always main-
tains a high accuracy rate and makes up for the problem of
the dynamic adjustment of the convolutional neural network
structure under the training of lightweight data.

B. RECOGNITION METHOD PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENT
1) HETEROGENEOUS VERSATILITY EXPERIMENT
Experimental Settings and Indicators: In this section of the

experiment, each of the three iris libraries uses five categories
as the verification data, and the parameters of each category
are trained by 500 training images qualified by the quality
evaluation system (without new feedback learning adjust-
ments). In multi-category recognition for each category for
separate collection tests, each category directly collects one
iris for individual matching. The tester’s iris was collected
with the guidance of posture correction and normal shooting.
Iris quality assurance has no effect on recognition. Multi-
category recognition of the five categories of the same iris
library are selected for comparison. For the multi-source
features in the experiment, Gaussian filtering (smoothed),
and the equalized histogram (highlighted) are used as the
image-processing algorithms. The judgment indicators for
the results of this experiment are listed as follows:

1. Number of iris acquisitions when each category of the
iris library reaches 300 accurate recognitions (includ-
ing the case in which the tester is re-taken to achieve
accuracy, i.e., false rejection).

2. Each category of each iris library reaches 300 iris
recognition errors (false acceptance) when the recog-
nition is accurate.

The test results are shown in TABLE 7.
It can be observed from TABLE 7 that in the process of

iris recognition using the same set of recognition models by
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multiple iris libraries, the error acceptance rate of the iris is
notably low, the occurrence of false acceptance is rare, and the
number of false rejections is also within the scope of human
tolerance. This result occurs because the parameters in the
iris recognition function are based on the training iris, and
the multi-category features are greatly diluted by the entropy
feature expansion effect, thereby increasing the possibility
of parameter values crossing between different categories.
Different categories are distinguished by the range interval,
and the range of further dilution of the recognition function
feature values is narrowed to increase the matching value
of the same category as much as possible and to reduce the
matching value of different categories. In addition, although
notably few cases of erroneous acceptance occur, the feed-
back learning mechanism of this paper can make feedback
adjustments for new situations, adjust the problems in the
recognition structure in time, and improve the recognition
rate.

It can be concluded from this experiment that the recogni-
tion structure designed in this paper can effectively operate in
different iris libraries, has good heterogeneity and universal-
ity, and can effectively operate in multiple iris libraries.

2) RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENT
Experimental Indicators: The multi-source features in the

recognition performance experiments use Gaussian filtering
(smoothing) and the equalization histogram (prominence)
as multi-source image-processing algorithms. The evalua-
tion indicators include correct recognition rate (CRR) [42]
and ROC space (curve) (including true positive (TP), false
positive (FP), true negative (TN), false negative (FN), false
positive rate (FPR), true positive rate (TPR), accuracy (ACC),
and area under curve (AUC)) [43]. The ROC space (curve)
defines the false positive rate (FPR) as the x-axis and the true
positive rate (TPR) as the y-axis. Because the prerequisite
requirement for this article is to guarantee accuracy and allow
users to re-shoot, the case of false rejection is also considered
true. In the experiment described in this section, the definition
of each indicator is given as follows:

True positive (TP): The actual category is 1, and the actual
output is 1, which represents the conclusion that the image
of category A of the experimental iris library is considered to
belong to category A or not belong to the experimental iris
library.

False positive (FP): The actual category is 1, and the actual
output is 0, which represents the conclusion that the image
of category A of the experimental iris library is considered to
not belong to category A.

True negative (TN): The actual category is 0, and the actual
output is 0, which represents the conclusion that the image
does not belong to category A of the experimental iris library
and is considered to neither belong to category A nor any
other category.

False negative (FN): The actual category is 0, and the actual
output is 1, which represents the conclusion that the image
does not belong to category A of the experimental iris library

TABLE 8. Recognition times of each category in different iris libraries.

and is considered to belong to category A or another category
in the iris library.

1. Single-classifier Certification Experiment
Experimental Setup in This Section: In this section, each

of the three iris libraries is selected from five categories
for experimentation, and the parameters of each category
are trained from 2000 training images qualified for qual-
ity evaluation (without new feedback learning adjustments).
The source features are Gaussian filtered (smoothed), and
the equalized histogram (highlighted) is applied as image-
processing algorithms. During the test, the same category
and different categories are used in single-class recognition
(originating from the same iris library, and the test iris and
training iris are different). We observe the experimental data
for analysis. TABLE 8 shows the recognition times of each
category in different iris libraries. TABLE 9 shows the partial
correspondence between FPR and TPR in a single classifier
of each category of different iris libraries. The threshold range
of the ROC curve in this experiment is [0.5, 1], and the
interval is 0.01.

The ROC curves for single-category recognition of each
category in the three iris libraries are shown in FIGURE 15.

From FIGURE 15, under the condition that the number of
training irises is guaranteed, although the certification effect
of each category of different iris libraries is different, the over-
all area under the curve (AUC) is significantly larger than 0.5,
indicating that each The accuracy of single-category certi-
fication of each category is high, and the method has good
heterogeneity. If the amount of data is sufficient, the method
has good predictive value.

According to analysis of the results in TABLE 9 and FIG-
URE 15, due to the unpredictability of the multi-state iris,
the feature appearance between different iris images might be
notably different, which is reflected probabilistically in the
amplitude value and distribution after edge detection based
on the limitation of the scale and situation classification of
the iris data set, which makes it impossible to use a large-
scale deep learning architecture. The recognition function of
the method in this paper is based on the current iris data when
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TABLE 9. Partial correspondences between FPR and TPR.

performing single-category recognition. The same category
labels and recognition parameters are clustered in the same
category, and the parameters are differentiated according to
the probability of different amplitude values. Features are
extracted in the form of information entropy to find the
connection between the images of the same category to the
extent possible. Iris features of the same category can be
grouped together such that features of different categories

FIGURE 15. The ROC curves of single-category recognition of each
category of the three iris libraries, (a) 4.0, (b) 6.0, (c) 7.0.

cannot be aggregated. In expanding and diluting the non-
linear function, the clusters of the same category in the multi-
state iris are strengthened by setting multiple label ranges.
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FIGURE 16. The spatial distribution of TPR and FPR of the multi-category
data.

Compared with the mechanical single threshold judgment,
the recognition range is larger, and the structure setting is
more flexible.

2. Multi-category Recognition Experiment
Experimental Setup in This Section: In this section exper-

iment, the number of iris categories in each of the three
iris libraries is set to 5, 10, 15, and 20. Each category has
2000 initial training irises (the quality evaluation index is the
evaluation index exemplified in this paper). After the experi-
ment is completed, if the number of categories is small, all test
irises are converted to new training irises, and new categories
of irises are added. The recognition model is optimized by
feedback, and the parameters in the recognition function
are adjusted. The test iris and training iris of each category
experiment are different irises taken in the same state, which
meets the prerequisites of this article and excludes extreme
interference. The irises in the comparison are all irises inside
the experimental iris bank. For the multi-source features in
the experiment, Gaussian filtering (smoothed) and the equal-
izing histogram (highlighted) are used as image-processing
algorithms.

The comparison times and recognition of the four compar-
ison experiments in JLU-4.0 are shown in TABLE 10. The
comparison times and recognition of the four comparison
experiments in JLU-6.0 are shown in TABLE 11. The com-
parison times and recognition of the four comparison exper-
iments in JLU-7.0 are shown in TABLE 12. The TPR, FPR
and ACC of the three iris libraries are shown in TABLE 13.
The spatial distribution of TPR and FPR of themulti-category
data from different iris libraries is shown in FIGURE 16.

The results in tables 10-13 and FIGURE 16 show that the
multi-classification results in the three iris libraries are better
and that the method has good heterogeneity. The design of
the recognition function can effectively improve the output
results of the same category, suppress the output results of dif-
ferent categories, and also effectively distinguish the outer iris

TABLE 10. The number of comparison times and recognition situation of
JLU-4.0.

TABLE 11. The number of comparison times and recognition situation of
JLU-6.0.

category. Because of the unpredictability of the multi-state
iris, the effect of edge detection based solely on convolutional
kernels can improve the uniqueness of a single category of iris
features, and through analysis of a large number of training
category label data, we can find data clustering regions to
ensure the accuracy of single category recognition. However,
in the case of multi-classification, the influence of feature
discrimination is more important, and the edge portions of the
category label clustering regions between multiple features
must be prevented from overlapping. Therefore, dilution of
the cluster area and clarification of the edge of the cluster
area is a key point.

In this method, the parameters in the recognition function
are determined by the features of the training iris itself.
Various irises are mixed together. Without distinguishing the
states, the differences in each category of iris and each in the
same category are fully considered. We identify the weight
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TABLE 12. The number of comparison times and recognition situation of
JLU-7.0.

TABLE 13. The TPR, FPR and ACC of the three iris libraries.

difference of the parameters and represent the information
in the form of information entropy. It can be observed from
the single-category recognition experiment that the design
concept of the recognition function uses the category labels
of the same category of iris as a component of the function
to gather the calculated values of the same category of iris
and to distinguish the calculated values of different categories
of iris to the extent possible. Because the weight of the
recognition parameter impact on the recognition result and
the amount of information it carries are heavily considered
during the design, the results of different categories of iris are
notably different via different proportions and the degree of
matching to the results of the test iris recognition parameter.
It is difficult to focus on all of these considerations, but the

TABLE 14. Experimental results of add new category recognition
experiment.

same category can make the experimental results preliminar-
ily distinguishable.

Because the feature itself is based on the amplitude of the
edge detection of the image, certain discriminative differ-
ences must exist in the values of the recognition parameters,
and the edges overlap. Therefore, the exponential function
with e as the base is used to expand the difference such
that the iris features can be distinguished. We find a suitable
clustering range and range interval through a large number
of image training repetitions (in this article, because testers
are allowed to repeat shooting, the range interval can be
set smaller to improve accuracy in a way that appropriately
increases the rejection rate) and clarify the differences in each
category the boundaries of the clustering regions such that
the feature clustering regions between different categories
do not overlap, thereby improving the accuracy of multi-
classification. Iris recognition is performed through multiple
clustering ranges. With the increase in the number of irises,
the accuracy of multi-category recognition of the iris can be
effectively improved through continuous adjustment of the
feedback learning mechanism.

3. Addition of new category recognition experiment
Experimental Setup in This Section: In this section of

the experiment, for the case in which the three iris libraries
have completed training of 10 categories of recognition mod-
els (the number of categories in the multi-class recognition
experiment is 10), one category is added (the new category is
trained according to the pattern of the single-class recognition
experiment). We select 500 images from the original 10 cate-
gories for recognition (it has ensured that the accuracy of the
500 images in the original 10 categories is 100%), directly
perform experiments in 11 categories (the same testing iris
and training iris), observe the change in recognition accuracy,
and analyze the impact of the new category on the recogni-
tion model. For the multi-source features in the experiment,
Gaussian filtering (smoothed) and the equalizing histogram
(highlighted) are used as image-processing algorithms.

The recognition of the three iris libraries in 11 categories
is shown in TABLE 14.

It can be observed from TABLE 14 that after a new cate-
gory is added, when the images in the original category are re-
recognized, the accuracy does not change substantially, and
the accuracy remains high. The result shows that the recog-
nition method in this paper is effective in diluting the dif-
ferences between different categories. The design of the iris
recognition parameters and recognition functions considers
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the unpredictability and differences among multi-state irises.
It can be observed from the multi-category recognition exper-
iments that the recognition function itself does not calculate
the entropy feature values of different categories of the iris
images to other iris features. The difference in the small
iris value is greatly enlarged when the entropy feature is
enlarged, and the category range with the appropriate inter-
vals is used to ensure that the boundaries between different
categories do not blend with each other. The effect of this
enlargement is:it is remarkable that even after adding new
categories, much possibility for adjustment remains, such that
high differences occur between different categories, and the
recognition boundaries do not interact.

3) STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES AND ALGORITHM
INDEPENDENCE
Experimental Setup in This Section: In this section of the

experiment, the algorithm independence of the recognition
model structure is verified. The algorithm in this paper is
replaced with the multi-source image-processing algorithm
to verify the relationship between the algorithm structure
design and the specific algorithm. Part 1: Feature extraction
using only the original image, without feature smoothing and
highlighting. Part 2: Replacement of the original Gaussian
filtering and equalization histogram with median filtering
[30] (smoothed) and the Laplace operator [31] (highlighted).
The reason for choosing these two filtering operations is
because It is also a common smoothing and highlight filtering
image, which has representative. Via these two components
of the experiments, the design significance of the multi-
source feature fusion of the method in this paper is explained,
and the mechanism is independent of the specific algorithm.

In this section of the experiment, the number of iris cat-
egories in each of the three iris libraries is set to 10. Each
category has 2000 initial training irises. The test iris and
training iris of a different category of iris photographed in the
same state in each category experiment meet the prerequisites
of this paper and exclude extreme interference. The irises to
be compared are all irises inside the experimental iris library.
In the experiments in this section, the test iris used and the
actual number of recognitions are the same (the comparison
number for the case in which the number of categories is 10
in TABLE 10-12). The comparison and recognition results
of the original image and multi-source fusion in Part 1 of
the experiment are shown in TABLE 15. In Part 2 of the
experiment, the number of comparisons and recognition of
the three iris libraries before and after replacement methods
are shown in TABLE 16.

It can be observed from TABLE 15 and TABLE 16 that
after the algorithm is changed, the overall recognition effect
does not appear to fluctuate greatly, only the original image
processing is used, and the recognition effect is greatly
reduced. Therefore, it can be concluded that the setting of the
multi-source feature fusion mechanism in the method in this
paper can improve the recognition effect, but the recognition
effect has little correlation with the specific image-processing

TABLE 15. The number of comparison times and recognition situation.

TABLE 16. The number of comparison times and recognition situation.

algorithm. The multi-source processing image mechanism of
the method in this paper is designed to achieve the purpose of
feature fusion by smoothing processing, highlighting, texture
processing and numerical averaging of the original image.
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TABLE 17. The number of iris categories and the number of
single-category irises.

The reason for this design is that in the case of a multi-state
iris, it is impossible to determine the appearance status of the
iris feature points. Therefore, once the training iris is set in
a fixed state, it is easy to increase the difficulty of matching
the test iris with the template iris (e.g., the training iris is a
defocused image, and the texture is blurred; however, the test
iris is a clear image, and the texture is prominent, which
causes a large difference between the values after convolution
processing). Although training via a large amount of data can
make up for this shortcoming, due to the unpredictable state,
it is difficult to fully obtain all of the cases when the data set
is incomplete, and it is easy to encounter different categories
of edge interactions.

Therefore, the method of this paper adopts a neutraliza-
tion method. By averaging the values of the original image,
the smooth image, and the texture highlight image, the values
after convolutional processing are concentrated to a certain
extent. so as to entropy the subsequent recognition func-
tion The clustering of features creates conditions to avoid
the adverse effects of highly scattered data on clustering.
This mode does not place overly high requirements on the
image-processing algorithm itself, and therefore, even if the
image-processing algorithm is replaced, the overall recogni-
tion effect is not affected.

C. COMPREHENSIVE EXPERIMENT
Experimental Settings:We compare the recognition struc-

ture in this paper with multiple recognition methods (local-
ization and normalization adopt this method, the normalized
size of the iris recognition area is 180 × 32 dimensions, and
the quality confirmation has no effect on iris recognition).
The test iris and training iris in the three iris libraries are the
same. The number of iris categories and the number of irises
in a single category are shown in TABLE 17. The training
iris and testing iris meet the prerequisites of this article and
exclude extreme cases of interference. For the multi-source
features in the experiment, Gaussian filtering (smoothed) and
the equalizing histogram (highlighted) are used as image-
processing algorithms.

The recognition structure (Case 0) in this paper is com-
pared with the following 20 algorithm combinations:
Traditional Iris Recognition Algorithm:

1. Case 1: Iris recognition with the image processed by
the log operator based on Gabor filter optimization
and Hamming distance [32] is compared with the
traditional Gabor filter and the distance class based on
the statistical learning feature extraction parameters.

2. Case 2: The multi-category secondary iris recognition
based on the BP neural network after noise reduction
by principal component analysis [33] is compared with
the recognition method of the traditional BP neural
network.

3. Case 3: Iris recognition based on feature weighted
fusion [11] and training feature weights through statis-
tical learning is compared with the mode of weighted
fusion feature in multiple states.

4. Case 4: A certification function optimization algo-
rithm based on the decision particle swarm optimiza-
tion algorithm and stable features [10] is compared
with the certificationmodel with improved certification
function.

5. Case 5: The multi-method parallel decision recognition
algorithm for an unsteady iris [12] is compared with
the multi-method decision recognition method for an
unsteady iris.

6. Case 6: Iris feature representation based on the fractal
coding method [34] is compared with the compression
fast statistics method for iris texture features in spatial
domain feature extraction.

7. Case 7: Iris recognition based on the entropy local
binary pattern [35] (ELBP) is compared with the spatial
grayscale features in the statistical mode.

8. Case 8: Iris feature extraction and recognition based
on image enhancement [36] is compared with the
enhanced texture statistical recognition mode under
unstable iris features.

9. Case 9: The histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is
used to extract the iris features and authentication by
support vector machine (SVM) [37] is compared with
the method of manually set labels.

10. Case 10: Ideal iris evidence theory recognition by the
clustering method [38] is compared with the recog-
nition model under the clustering feature of the ideal
iris set.

Deep Learning Framework Recognition Algorithm:
11. Case 11: Iris recognition and prediction based onmulti-

view learning classifiers [39] is compared with multi-
angle CNN features in statistical learning.

12. Case 12: Iris feature selection and recognition based on
the fully and multi-scale convolutional neural network
[40] is compared with the cognitive model optimized
for convolution kernels.

13. Case 13: Cross-spectral iris recognition based on CNN
and supervised discrete hashing [41] is compared with
the method of processing data to accommodate the
existing recognition functions.

14. Case 14: Concept cognition based on the deep learning
neural network [2] is compared with the deep learning
architecture cognitive model under a small number of
samples.

15. Case 15: A multi-state iris multi-classification recog-
nition method based on statistical cognitive learn-
ing [15] is compared with statistically cognitive
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methods for a constrained multi-state iris deep learning
architecture.

16. Case 16: Iris recognition based on the cognitive internet
of things (CIoT) identified by multi-algorithmmethods
[42] is compared with the cognitive network model
combined with big data analysis.

17. Case 17: The iris recognition method based on the
iris-specific Mask R-CNN [9] is compared with iris
recognition in the deep learning architecture mode.

18. Case 18: An iris recognition method based on error
correction codes and convolutional neural networks
[17] is compared with error correction codes in the
label classification mode.

19. Case 19: The statistical learning model of convolu-
tional neural networks based on the VGG16 model
architecture [43] is compared with the recognition
effect under the classic CNN architecture.

20. Case 20: The Faster R-CNN Inception Resnet
V2 model architecture [44] for iris recognition is com-
pared with the recognition effect under other classic
CNN architectures.

The recognition results of all 21 cases in the three libraries
are shown in TABLE 18.

From the experimental results in TABLE 18, it can be
observed that the experimental results of the three iris banks
are relatively consistent, and the recognition model structure
in this paper has the highest recognition rate for detection
of constrained multi-state irises. The experimental results of
each method are analyzed in TABLE 18:

In Case 1, the log operator eliminates the image noise
and highlights the iris texture. By analyzing the experimental
results, it can be found that the Hamming distance is suitable
for distinguishing irises with large differences in different
categories of the same collected state. The thresholds used
in distinguishing cannot be satisfactorily set for multi-state
irises with differences in the same category. In addition, opti-
mization of the Gabor filter depends on the recognition effect
of the training iris. Therefore, in the case of the test irises
collected in different states of the training iris, the method
has a low correct recognition rate.

In Case 2, the secondary recognition method takes Gabor
+ Hamming distance recognition as the first recognition,
and the second recognition is conducted by the Haar +
BP neural network. The dimension of the iris data is com-
pressed by principal component analysis (PCA) [45]. This
approach is better than the pure Hamming distance, and
multi-classification is converted into single classification.
However, due to the complex structure of the BP neural
network and the large adjustment parameters, adjustment of
the multi-state iris might cause over-fitting, leading to low
recognition accuracy of the multi-state iris.

In Case 3, the features are extracted by the Haar wavelet
and LBP method. Via the result of a certain number of train-
ing irises, the recognition weights of the two methods are

TABLE 18. The recognition results of all 21 cases in three libraries.
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calculated. According to the recognition weights, the final
conclusion is obtained. In the case in which other condi-
tions are ideally set, the proposed method has a comparative
advantage if there is only one diversification factor. How-
ever, the weight judgment method based on feedback of the
recognition result cannot accurately determine the influence
degree of multiple diversification factors on iris recognition.
Therefore, the combination of multiple diversification factors
has poor recognition effects.

In Case 4, the decision particle swarm optimization algo-
rithm and the stability feature algorithm are designed by
modifying the recognition function, which can improve the
environmental inclusiveness of the model and the accuracy.
However, this algorithm requires a large amount of iris data
for training. In the case in which the iris dataset cannot meet
the actual training requirements, the recognition accuracy is
not as good as that of the algorithm in this paper.

In Case 5, the multi-method parallel decision recognition
algorithm for a multi-state iris is a multi-method decision
mode for a multi-state iris. First, the iris image is processed
via multiple image-processing methods, and stable iris fea-
tures are extracted and recognized by a multi-algorithm.
According to a large number of training iris recognition
repetitions in different environments, we judge the credibility
of the method in different environments and choose the most
credible method for recognition. The environmental tolerance
of this method and the recognition of unsteady-state iris
features have notably good improvements, and thus, the accu-
racy is high. However, the reliability of this method depends
on the performance of the recognition algorithm itself (the
examples in this article are mainly Gabor + Hamming and
Haar + BP neural networks), and certain requirements exist
for the iris dataset (a large amount of training data). The
correct recognition rate is not as good as that of the method
proposed in this paper.

In Case 6, the iris feature representation method based on
the fractal coding method is suitable for the iris image. The
iris is block compressed and encoded by enhancing the differ-
ences. This method can conserve coding space and improve
efficiency, but it might reduce the range of recognizable irises
and the effective amount of information in the iris, leading to
more errors in recognition.

In Case 7, iris recognition based on the entropy local binary
pattern describes the entropy information as the local binary
pattern histogram in one-dimensional space for iris feature
extraction. The recognition effect of the method is improved
to a certain extent. However, the training set belongs to
the non-ideal training set. ELBP is designed for the iris set
with stable and small differences in an ideal state. There-
fore, ELBP can obtain good results in the ideal state iris
set experiment, whereas the non-ideal state iris set has poor
performance.

In Case 8, iris feature extraction based on image enhance-
ment can be conducted to highlight the iris texture by image
edge detection. This method can be used to suppress the inter-
ference of noise and redundancy. The diversification factors

of the multi-state iris are somewhat inclusive. However, com-
pared with the proposed method, the range of available irises
is still smaller. Therefore, the recognition accuracy is rela-
tively poor.

In Case 9, the recognition method based on the histogram
of oriented gradients (HOG) and SVM recognizes the change
rule between the gray values of each point of the iris as a
feature. For a large number of training images, the process
of making labels by hand is too cumbersome and subjective
and easily leads to cognitive bias. For multi-state irises (such
as blurred images, etc.), it is difficult for HOG to accurately
reflect the iris grayscale changes among the points, and thus,
the overall recognition rate is quite poor.

In Case 10, the recognition method of iris evidence theory
based on the clustering method finds common points of the
training iris data according to the clustering method and
determines the iris features. For an ideal iris, such algorithms
can better reflect the convergence of the iris. The selection of
cluster-like points and non-ideal image iris cluster points are
relatively complicated, resulting in a reduction in recognition
rate.

In Case 11, the recognition method based on multi-view
learning classifier recognition prediction adjusts the convo-
lutional layer to extract multi-angle iris features for statistical
analysis, but the experimental iris set of this method is an
ideal iris, and thus, the iris clustering effect is better. For
multi-state irises such as blurred images, the setting of the
convolutional layer should be more accurate such that the
iris features of different states can be effectively concentrated
together. The recognition accuracy of this method is not as
good as the method of this paper.

In Case 12, feature selection and recognition in the con-
volutional neural network based on FMnet is also optimized
for convolution kernels such that the system can better apply
cognitive learning and improve the correct recognition rate
of the iris under different resolutions. Although this method
improves the incomplete shortcomings of manual label set-
ting, iris feature extraction for feature vectors implies certain
requirements on image quality, which is not conducive to
cognitive learning of the multi-state iris.

In Case 13, cross-spectral iris recognition using CNN and
supervised discrete hashing is a supervised discrete hash
operation of the self-learning features of conventional CNN
convolution-processed images by cross-spectral methods,
and segmentation recognition is performed by Softmax [46]
cross entropy loss. This type of method is applied to the
iris data to better adapt to the existing recognition function,
thereby improving the iris recognition accuracy. However,
the classification effect of the existing Softmax function is
limited, whichmight cause interference in the data processing
of the multi-state iris and is not conducive to multi-category
recognition.

In Case 14, the concept recognition algorithm based on the
deep learning neural network is currently the most common
recognition method, but because a single deep learning archi-
tecture method contains requirements for data volume and
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data classification, data state classification and data volume
cannot be completely performed in an unsteady iris. In the
case of complete deficiency, the advantages of deep learning
are difficult to access, which also leads to a low recognition
rate of the single deep learning architecture.

In Case 15, the convolutional neural network recognition
method based on constrained multi-state iris statistical cog-
nitive learning is a design similar to the environment used in
this paper. This method recognizes labels through a certain
number of irises and increases the number of different cate-
gories through the dilution layer. The degree of discrimina-
tion has a good recognition accuracy. At the same time, many
images in the unrecognizable iris can also be identified by this
method. The accuracy rate is not as good as that of the method
proposed in this paper because in non-linear expansion of
the recognition function, the method of Case 15 designs a
dilution layer separately for the decimal component of the
recognition result of the fully connected layer and sets the
dilution step to expand the discrimination. Compared with
the method in this paper, the optimization parameter struc-
ture is more complicated and more constrained. Therefore,
compared with the method of direct expansion of feature
parameters in this paper, the expansion effect is worse, and
the degree of discrimination has a certain coincidence, and
therefore, the recognition rate in this paper is higher.

In Case 16, the CIoT method constructed by the multi-
algorithm method is similar to the proposed method, both
of which belong to statistical cognitive learning methods.
The cognitive internet is used in iris recognition in CIoT.
For different features, iris concept statistical cognition is
performed using the multi-algorithm method to ensure the
accuracy of iris feature recognition. However, the method
requires a higher effective information quantity than the pro-
posed method, and the iris processing process should be more
precise, making the recognition accuracy lower than that of
the proposed method.

In Case 17, the iris recognition method based on the iris-
specific mask R-CNN is a method for the overall flow of the
iris, which is improved based on the existing iris recognition
architecture to improve the iris recognition rate. The existing
architecture is affected by the architecture design, and certain
constraints exist. The low recognition rate of this method
occurs because in the prerequisites of this paper, the number
of irises is not large, and it is difficult to guarantee the
training of iris features in various situations, thus reducing
the accuracy.

In Case 18, the iris recognition method based on the error
correction code and the convolutional neural network uses the
error correction code to classify the texture state of the iris
during training, thereby effectively improving the recognition
of the iris with high flexibility. However, because the amount
of iris data is insufficient, cognition of the iris is limited over-
all, and the existing CNN architecture does not necessarily
apply to all unsteady-state iris images without improvements.

In Case 19, the VGG16 model is composed of 13 convolu-
tional layers and 3 fully connected layers. In iris recognition,

the iris image is continuously convolved, pooled, and ReLU
processed to obtain different types of feature values, thereby
performing iris certification. However, due to the prerequi-
sites in this paper, the iris initial training data are not classified
in detail and are lightweight, and the number of samples is far
from the standard for deep learning. Therefore, it is difficult
to take advantage of the superiority of the VGG16 model.
These factors greatly reduce the recognition accuracy of the
VGG16 model.

In Case 20, the Faster R-CNN Inception Resnet V2 model
architecture is a more advanced convolutional neural network
model that allows training on lightweight data compared with
the VGG16 model, thus reducing the difficulty of training.
However, under the prerequisites of the unsteady-state iris
targeted in this paper, although the architecturemodel reduces
the training complexity, too many redundant features are
counted during training, which creates interference. Consid-
ering the changes in the iris acquisition status and the use
conditions of the existing architecture, the model does not
have a high degree of matching for the untrained components,
making its sensitivity to the unsteady iris unpredictable and
low, which can reduce the recognition accuracy of the model.

In summary, the recognition model in this paper consid-
ers the connection between feature expression and recogni-
tion, avoids the shortcomings of low adaptability between
the two components caused by segmentation of the entire
process machinery, and solves the correlation between the
feature expression and the recognition problem. Knowledge
cognition is the main factor, and the concept of each com-
ponent is established to prevent the problem of insufficient
learning that restricts the different states of the multi-state
iris due to the fixed threshold. Aimed at the lack of data
sets and data classification, the characteristics of the iris are
expressed through multiple sources, and the existing single
deep learning architecture model is improved. A new recog-
nition function was designed to improve the degree of dis-
crimination between different categories, thereby improving
the recognition accuracy of multi-category classification of
the lightweight category of the recognition model and the
capability of heterogeneous iris recognition.

IV. CONCLUSION
Aimed at the constrained multi-state iris caused by different
devices and environments, this paper proposes a heteroge-
neous iris recognition method based on the entropy feature
lightweight neural network. Under the premise of ensuring
that the processing does not affect feature expression and
recognition, the traditional processing method of a single-
source iris in a non-steady-state iris is mostly ineffective, and
the existing iris data set size and situation classification con-
straints make it difficult to address single questions related to
the requirements of the learning methods in the framework
of deep learning. The method of this paper is oriented to
conceptual cognition and design of a series of closely related
links. The results of different iris libraries demonstrate that
the design of each component of the method is reasonable and
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meaningful. The accuracy of multi-category classification in
different iris libraries is maintained at a high level, the recog-
nition range is wide, and with use of the dynamic learning
mechanism of feedback, experts can dynamically adjust the
model according to the results.

This paper focuses on identifying the forward process. For
the reverse optimization portion, only the relevant mechanism
is designed. Future research will focus on how to more fully
automate the mechanism, allow the system perform unsuper-
vised learning, and design the overall identification process.
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